Vocal Production for Directors, Section Leaders, and Music Team
Developing tools for you and your singers’ toolbox
HCNW, 2014

Course Objectives
-To give directors, assistant directors, and other musical leaders a different perspective on vocal
production and to provide tools for the teaching thereof
-Identify and explore the most common problem areas of our singers
-Explore ways to prepare for successful rehearsals, sectionals, or PVI’s
Vocal Skills
-Posture (a.k.a. alignment)
-Breathing
-Phonation
-Resonation
-Articulation
Back to breath
Most of our singers’ issues stem from some type of issue with breath. We must constantly,
vigilantly, and creatively find ways to remind all to think about it:
*inhalation
*exhalation (singing!)
*through the phrase/phrase ends
**Our eyes are as valuable as our ears in assessing what’s happening vocally. Always keep an eye on
posture, positioning of feet, action during breathing, and at phrase ends to see that the instrument is
being kept in optimal position—this takes great athleticism and focus on the part of every singer!!!
The power of the passaggio
Every voice has transition areas (the passaggio-literally, the “bridge” between registers) and it is
in these spots that most of our singers falter. Simply knowing the voice is approaching an area where it
might crack/be less than optimal causes many of our singers (at all levels!) tremendous stress and
tension. It is important to note the common places most singers experience transitions:
Men:

Tenor
F#-A

Lead
E-F#

Baritone
D-F#

Bass
C-E-flat

Women:

B-flat-D

G-B-flat

F-B-flat

E-flat-G

Prepare
-Warm-ups vs. Skill Building
-Make time to focus on the instrument (start of rehearsal, sectional, PVI)
We use our bodies differently when we sing than the other parts of our day (which for most, is
the majority!). Be sure that your singers are ready to sing, using their bodies to ensure optimal singing.
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-Have a plan
Plan your vocal exercises and know exactly what you want to accomplish with each. Also be
certain you know the specific purpose(s) of each exercise. Be able to demonstrate a variety of
productions or have someone on your team ready to help. When time is limited, be sure to plan how
the entire time will be spent, allowing for questions/wrap-up at the end.
-Listen and study
As much as possible, we need to develop an aural picture of the sound we want to hear. For
some, this means listening to recordings of good/high-level groups to get that sound in our ears.
Directors, we need to take the time to work through each part, knowing how they should sound
independently and in relation to one another. This preparation will also help to know where trouble
areas are in each voice part.
Play!
Remember, we are working with adult learners who have a variety of learning styles. It is our
responsibility to be sure we speak to each (aural, visual, and kinesthetic) and we should always plan to
do so.
-Use props/white board/projector/computer
-Get their bodies involved: BIG MUSCLES WIN!!!
*3D Breath/Wrap a butt
*Air elevator
*Raggedy Ann/Andy
*Coordinated onset
*Tuning fingers
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Pride of Portland

PVI Team, 2012
Ten most common issues of singers
- Poor posture
- Poor breathing/breath support
- Onset: glottal or breathy
- Poor tone quality (generally due to tension/muscle)
- Limited range/difficulty in passaggio
- Lack of flexibility, agility, ease of production, endurance/stamina
- Poor articulation (overdone or “squishy”)
- Poor health, hygiene, vocal abuse
- Poor self-image, lack of confidence
- Lack of discipline
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